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Abstract 
Ale% J. and R. BaGk, Strong elimination ordering of the total graph of a tree, Discrete Applied 
Mathematics 39 (1992) 293-295. 
Total graphs of trees were proved strongly chordal by Martin Farber. We give a new proof of th:s fact 
by directly constructing a strong elimination ordering. Our method can be implemented to run in linear 
time. As an application, we give a new linear algorithm for the minimum weight total dominating set 
problem for trees. 
The class of strongly chordal graphs was introduced by Farber [4]. There are 
problems NP-complete in the class of chordal graphs that can be efficiently solved 
for strongly chordal graphs. Qne such example is the minimum weight dominating 
set problem [l-3]. 
S. Hedetniemi formulated the following variant of the minimum domillating set 
problem. Given a graph G with vertex and edge weights, a total dominatk 5 set in 
G is a set S of vertices and edges of G such that each vertex or edge not in S is 
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incident or adjacent to some element of S. The minimum weight total dominating 
set problem is to locate a minimum weight total dominating set. Farber pointed out 
that this problem can be solved for trees by applying his minimum weight domina- 
ting set algorithm for strongly chordal graphs to the total gral;h of a tree [S]. He 
showed that the total graph of a tree is strongly chordal by showing that it could 
not have any of the forbidden subgraphs that characterize strongly chordal graphs 
[4]. To apply this method to actually solve the minimum weight total dominating 
set problem, we must first obtain the strong elimination ordering of the total graph 
of a tree. There are general algorithms for finding such an ordering, if it exists. The 
most efficient algorithm known runs in time O(nl log log n) [6]. However, Farber’s 
algorithm for finding the minimum weight dominating set in strongly chordal 
graphs is linear provided a strong elimination ordering is known. In this paper we 
present a linear algorithm to obtain a strong elimination ordering of a total graph 
of a tree. As a consequence we obtain a linear algorithm for the minimum weight 
total dominating set problem on trees. 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with a fixed ordering ol, v2, . . . , v,, of its vertices. The 
closed neighborhood of a vertex Vi is N[vi] = (Vj E I/: Vj is equal or adjacent o Vi), 
and the set of later neighbours of vi is L [vi j = ( !_I; EN[vi]: j> i]. The ordering 
VI, ‘J,, . . . , v,, is a perfect elimination ordering if vk, v+ L [Vi] implies that VIE N[v,J. 
A graph is chordal if it admits a perfect elimination ordering, cf. [7]. A perfect 
elimination ordering I.+, v2, .. . , v,~ is a strong elimination ordering if additionally for 
any lsi<j<k</~n, Vk,V/EL[Vi], VkEL[Vj] we have v,EL[v~]. A graph is 
strongly chordai if it admits a strong elimination ordering, cf. [4]. 
Let Z(G) = ( Y,&) denote the total graph of G, i.e., 5 = V U E and B = jev: 
e=vxEE fors&‘)U(ef: e=xv, f=vy for WV). 
Let T be a tree and Z(T) its total graph. NoLe that 7 (T) has 2n - 1 vertices. To 
obtain a streng elimination ordering of X((T’,, we proceed by breadth first search 
in a tree obtained from T by inserting a new vertex on each edge (to represent he 
edge). More precisely, we define the ordering as follows: Fix a vertex r of T to be 
the root, and define for each vertex v of Tits k:vel as J(v) = dr(v, r); for edge e= uv 
we also define its level as l(e) = *[~(u)+~(v)]. Let t ], . . . , t2,, _ I be an ordering of 
Y = V U E by nonincreasing level. Note that r = tz,, _ , . Clearly, it is easy to compute 
this ordering by breadth first search in time O(n). We claim that this ordering is a 
strong elimination ordering. 
We first assume that 1 ii< k< /_( 2n - 1 and tk, t,E L [t,]; we shall show that 
t, E L If,& i.e., that we have a perfect elimination ordering. Then we also consider 
an arbitrary j, i<j<k, tkEL[t,], and show that tpX[tJ, i.e., that t ,,..., tZll_, is a 
strong elimination ordering. 
There are two cases to consider: 
Case 1: ti is a vertex of T. Note that the root r has no later neighbours, and any 
other vertex v of T has exactly two later neighbsurs, namely the first edge and the 
second vertex on the path from v to r. Hence tll = tit/ E E, and so t, E L [tk]. 
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Assuming that i< j< k and lk E L [~JJ, we note that I~ must be an edge of T, 
because tk is an edge of T and hence incident with only the two vertices ti and tl. 
Since h(i!) = n(t,) + I, we have d(tj) = A(tk). The two edges fj, ok of T are incident 
by our assumption; since they have the same level, they cannot meet in ti. Thus 
they meet in t/ and t/e L IQ]. 
Case 2: ti is an edge of 7’, say of level A. Let. o be the unique vertex of tj of level 
greater than A. Then any later neighbour of ti, in particular fk and t,, is either u or 
an edge incident with U. Therefore Q and t, are adjacent in 3((T). 
Assume that i<j<k and ~k~L[lj]. Suppose first that n(tj>Cn. Then A-15 
~(t,)4.(~&~(+)<1, the first inequality being a consequence of the fact that ti, 
I/ are incident in T. Since I~, tl are adjacent in $((T), fk must be o and tl must be 
theedgeleading from o towardsr. Thus A(tk)=A- l/2 and hence also A(z$=L- l/Z. 
However this would mean that lk, Ij are adjacent vertices of the same level in the 
tree T, which is impossible. 
Thus we may assume that A(tj) = A, and hence Zj is an edge of T. Let o’ be the 
unique vertex incident with fj of level smaller than A. Since fk EL[$], as above, lk 
is either v’ or an edge incident with v’. We have noted above that fk is also either 
v or an edge incident with v. Therefore v = v’ or tk= vv’. The latter case is im- 
possible as in the previous paragraph, and in the former case I/E L[tj]* 
Complexity. The number of vertices of 5(T) is 2n - 1, therefore our algorithm 
runs in time O(n). 
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